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Complete elastic tensor across the charge-density-wave transition in monocrystal Lu5Ir 4Si10
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We report resonant ultrasound spectroscopy~RUS! measurements of a monocrystal of Lu5Ir4Si10 from 2 to
300 K. We observe a large, anisotropic hysteretic stiffening of the elastic tensor on cooling belowTCDW at 80
K, consistent with a commensurate charge-density wave~CDW!, and inconsistent with a second-order phase
transition. Therefore, the transition must be first order, and hence coupled strongly to the lattice. Although the
c axis is the CDW propagation direction, from RUS it appears that the CDW must derive most of thec-axis
modulation by assembling it from lateral charge transfer in thea-b plane.
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Lu5Ir4Si10 represents a uniquely structured intermeta
compound1 that possesses a chainlike arrangement of Lu
oms along its tetragonal~and small! c axis. The compound
displays a dramatic structurally-related transition at;80 K
followed by a superconducting one at 3.9 K.2 X-ray
diffraction3 was used to observe a weak superstructure p
for ~0 0 1! scans appearing sharply at 80 K. This peak w
positioned near the value of 3/7 and was attributed to
formation of a commensurate charge-density wave~CDW!.
The CDW in Lu5Ir4Si10 has been studied using specific he
transport, susceptibility and thermal expansion techniqu3

Each technique has provided evidence for a CDW transit
strongly coupled to the lattice, near 80 K. Here we prov
measurements of a key missing property, the adiabatic ela
tensor,4 which enables the CDW in this material to be ful
characterized.

We report measurements using resonant ultrasound s
troscopy~RUS! of the elastic response of a single crystal
Lu5Ir4Si10 from 2 to 300 K, with emphasis on the region ne
the superconducting transitionTc of 3.9 K and the charge
density wave transitionTCDW at 80 K. With resolution of one
part in 106, we observe no discontinuities in the elastic te
sor nearTc . In contrast, with resolution of five parts in 106,
we observe a large, anisotropic stiffening of the elastic ten
on cooling belowTCDW consistent with the predicted2 com-
mensurate CDW, and inconsistent with any mean-fi
second-order phase transition. Together with the observa
of hysteresis, the transition must be first order, and he
strongly coupled to the lattice.

Monocrystals were grown in a tri-arc furnace using
modified Czochralski technique. The purities of the start
elements melted in a stoichiometric ratio were Lu:4N,
Ir:4N, and Si:5N. Parts of the single crystal were sealed
a quartz tube and annealed at 900 °C for one week.
samples were analyzed by electron-probe microanaly
which proved them to be single phase~secondary phase
,1%! and to have the correct 5:4:10 stoichiometry~within
the 1% resolution!. A rectangular~3% errors in parallelism
and perpendicularity! shaped bar (0.134530.0472
30.1090 cm3, 6.4 mg! with the c-axis oriented along the
short dimension was cut. 20-mm flaws, caused by spark ero
sion, were visible. The geometric density was 9.25 g cm23,
0163-1829/2002/66~6!/060106~4!/$20.00 66 0601
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reasonable for so small a sample compared to theore
x-ray-diffraction-computed density of 8.89 g cm23. The ori-
entation of the sample with crystallographic principle ax
was within 62 °. Measurements were performed using
commercial RUS spectrometer.5 The process that RUS relie
on for determination of moduli from resonances is somew
complex, requiring a Levenberg-Marquardt inversion pro
dure applied to a Lagrangian-minimization method for co
puting resonances from moduli. This procedure applied
data from samples with the relatively large geometric err
described above, typically produces moduli with an absol
accuracy of order 5%, although the technique is capable
accuracies better than 0.03%~Ref. 6! for less flawed crystals
Precision, however, can be one part in 106, especially if
moduli are not needed but, instead, discontinuities in m
chanical resonance frequencies versus temperature
sought, as in the attempt here to detect the elastic respon
the superconducting transition. We used the National H
Magnetic Field Laboratory~NHMFL! 15-T He3 system, with
calibrated Cernox thermometer within 0.5 cm of the sam
in the 1-mB exchange gas. We estimate the error in sam
temperature at 80 K to be less than 5 mK. Frequency m
surements near the CDW transition had a precision of ab
five parts in 106, while those near the superconducting tra
sition at 3.9 K had a precision of about one part in 106.

The crystal structure of Lu5Ir4Si10 is shown in Fig. 1.
Note the three Lu and Si sites, while the Ir is single-s
specific. This compound provides a good candidate fo
charge-density-wave phase transition because:~1! it has a
large unit cell ~38 atoms!, ~2! it is quasi-one-dimensiona
~along c!, as required by Peierls7; ~3! six of seven atomic
sites have two degrees of freedom in theab plane, thus the
crystal structure can change without altering either the po
group or the space group. Alongc, the Lu1-Lu1 interactions
provide the unit-cell framework. The compound shows
strong layer structure: alternatingA andB layers perpendicu-
lar to c. The A layer comprises Lu1 , Ir, Si1 , and Si2 atoms.
Layer B comprises Lu2 , Lu3 , and Si3 atoms~no Ir atoms!.
Iridium’s nearest-neighbor atoms are Si3 , bonded out of the
plane. At ambient temperature, we observe~see Table I! c11
5c22'c33, indicating the same compressional stiffne
along all three principal axes; in contrast, strong shear
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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isotropy appears:c66 exceeds (c112c12)/2 by 20% andc44
by almost 150%.~In a tetragonal crystal structure, (c11
2c12)/2 is the shear stiffness for a wave moving along@110#,
polarized along @1I 10#.) Thus, altering interatomic-bon
angles within theab plane (c66 is the measure ofab-plane
shear stiffness! is more difficult than changing bond angle
out of the plane (c44 is a measure of the out-of-ab-plane
shear stiffness!.

A charge-density-wave transition amounts to altering
positions and electron distribution so as to form new
stronger bonds.7 Hence, as our measurements confirm belo
we expect the low-temperatureci j to exceed the extrapolate
higher-temperature values. The strong mode-softening
occurs upon cooling toward the charge-density-wave tra
tion is consistent with a mean-field Landau phase-transi
theory modified to allow first-order phase transitions.7–12,14

Most of the mode softening occurs in (c112c12)/2 rather
than in c44 or c66. A detailed analysis of the effects ofc66
and (c112c12)/2 deformations on bond angles would reve
which in-plane bonds soften during cooling.

Surprisingly, the transition to the commensurate CD
phase does not destroy the mechanical resonances o

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Lu5Ir4Si10 showing thea-b planes
and the short chains along thec direction. The three different Lu
sites are indicated. This strongly 1-D character alongc is important
for the CDW instability to occur.

TABLE I. The elastic moduli in GPa just above and just belo
the CDW transition in Lu5Ir4Si10. Absolute error bars are approx
mately 5% for the diagonal moduli and 25% for the off-diagon
ones, however, relative changes are determined far better~,1%! for
the diagonal moduli.

T ~K! c11 c33 c23 c12 c44 c66

76.5 232 229 67 48 55 113
81.5 210 228 65 52 55 108
220 228 224 68 52 54 105
295 226 225 67 51 54 105
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crystal, indicating that microstructural effects are weak
absent and marking this as one of the very few system
which the entire elastic tensor is well defined both abo
and, more unusually, below a CDW transition The adiaba
elastic tensorci jkl ~Ref. 6! ~in contracted Voigt notation it
would beci j ) ~Ref. 4! is

ci jkl 5
]2E

]« i j ]«kl
U

s

, ~1!

where E is the internal energy,« i j are the symmetrized
strains, ands is entropy. For a tetragonal-symmetry syste
such as Lu5Ir4Si10, there are six independent elastic sti
nesses. If we define thec axis of theP4/mbmstructure to be
the unique axis, then the independent moduli6 arec11, c33,
c23, c12, c44, andc66. Herec11 determines the longitudina
sound speed along~100! and~010! directions,c33 determines
the longitudinal sound speed along thec axis ~001!, c66 con-
trols the shear sound speed along~100! or ~010! with dis-
placements parallel to thea-b plane ~and vice versa!, c44
controls the shear-wave speed along thec-axis with displace-
ments along~100! or ~010! ~and vice versa!, and c23, c12
along withc11, c33 determine the Young’s moduli. Accord
ingly, knowledge of the complete elastic tensor can prov
detailed information about the internal energy, free ener
bond angle and length changes at a phase transition.13 In Fig.
2 we show the variation of several of the 25 or so resona
frequencies used to determine the six moduli across
CDW transition, while in Table I we list all the moduli jus
above and just below the CDW transition.

We observed no features whatsoever near the super
ducting transition temperatureTc . In contrast, we found sub
stantial changes nearTCDW, shown in the overall scan fo

l

FIG. 2. Some mechanical resonances of a monocrystal sam
of Lu5Ir4Si10 near the CDW transition. Each mode depends diff
ently on the six independent elastic moduli. We have compu
these dependencies but do not present them here. The hystere
in the obvious direction. Our precision for these modes was
parts in 106. Note that at least one mode shows clearly no chan
at the CDW transition, while others show varying degrees of h
teresis and discontinuity.
6-2
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one representative mode in Fig. 3, where we show data f
mode that is 94% dependent onc11. Following Landau
theory for a structural phase transition,6,10 fits to Curie
~aboveTCDW) and Curie-Weiss~below TCDW) behaviors are
shown. The fits include a Curie/Curie-Weiss componen
constant background, and a component that varied line
with T to account for thermal expansion. The slope of t
linear component was the same above and belowTCDW. We
expect different Curie-Weiss constants above and be
TCDW because on undergoing a first order phase transit
the system loses ‘‘memory’’ of how the temperature dep
dences of the susceptibilities behaved on the opposite sid
the phase transition.14 Therefore, there is no real constrai
that the Curie-Weiss constant describing the temperature
pendence of susceptibilities be either non-zero or the sam
the temperature at which the first-order phase transition
curs. Thus a Curie-Weiss constant of 124 K, far abo
TCDW, is consistent with mean field theory for a first-ord
transition. We note further that the elastic moduli~the inverse
mechanical susceptibilities! could be Curie-Weiss in the
mean-field limit at either a second-order or a weak-first-or
transition.14 However, in a second-order transition theci j

FIG. 3. A primarilyc11 mode showing a fit to the Curie behavio
aboveTCDW and a Curie-Weiss behavior below. The fit included
constant background, and a background varying linearly withT to
account for thermal expansion. The linear background was the s
for the data above the CDW transition as for below. The Cu
Weiss constant for the data belowTCDW is 124 K64 K, while
above it is 065 K.
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must exhibit a step discontinuity downward on cooling10 if
the order parameterF is coupled to the strains quadratical
~a first-order transition can also display this behavior!. That
is, if Fc is the free-energy term coupling strain to order p
rameter, then we expect

Fc}« i j f
2 ~2!

because it should not matter whether the CDW distortion
shifted by a half wavelength~a simple phase shift is equiva
lent to a sign reversal inF!. Nevertheless, hysteresis and
step discontinuity upward, seen in Fig. 2, can only occur
first order transitions. What is unusual about the elastic
sponse to the CDW is that key changes in moduli (c11,c66)
are associated with thea-b plane, not thec axis (c33, c44 are
sensitive to changes alongc!. The c axis is, however, the
direction reported3 for the CDW q ~propagation! vector.
Thus it appears that the CDW must derive most of
changes by assembling them from quasi-continuous lat
charge transfer in thea-b plane. When the lateral charg
transfer reaches a critical value, charge propagation deve
in the c direction. This helps to understand whyc33 exhibits
an apparent first-order transition butc11 shows apparen
second-order behavior. We can further understand this
noting that a first-order transition represents a perturbatio
a second-order one, and that the thermodynamics is an
tropic. This is illustrated by Testardi’s thermodynam
model,12 which shows that changes in moduli are propo
tional to @d ln(Tc)/dsij#

2 wheres i j denotes stress, clearly an
isotropic for Lu5Ir4Si10 because of the crystal structure. O
ide superconductors show similar behavior.15

In conclusion, with measurements of the fourth-rank el
tic modulus tensor presented here, coupled with previ
studies of the second-rank thermal expansion tensor and
lar specific heat,3 Lu5Ir4Si10 becomes perhaps the best cha
acterized commensurate CDW from a thermodynamic sta
point. Such a complete suite of measurements provi
unmistakable evidence of a weak first-order transition,
well as quantities (ci j ) that are directly calculable from elec
tronic structure theory, so that theoretical models can be
cisely constrained.
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